










Extremely high/low temperature and extremely heavy/light precipitation  
(Dec. 2010) 
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A La Niña event occurs, starting in summer 2010.       



500-hPa height and anomaly 
(Dec. 2010) 

Arctic Oscillation 
(negative phase) 

The negative Arctic Oscillation (AO) was pronounced.       
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Composite of past La Niña years* 
 

500-hPa height and anomaly 
(Dec. 2010) 

Observed atmospheric circulation results from internal variation 
(e.g. AO) and external-forced variation (response to ENSO).  



Time series of NINO.3 SST Index and AO Index 
(Jan. 2009  Dec. 2010) 

The cyclic period of NINO.3 (oceanographic variation) is 
longer than that of AO (atmospheric variation). 





ENSO, quasi-periodical and ocean-atmosphere interactive 
phenomenon, occurs with approximately five-year intervals. 

It has broad, significant impacts on world climate. 

SST anomaly (Nov. 1997) 

Climate in El Niño (Jun.   Aug.) 



 
Red line with closed circle: observed SST deviation. 
Yellow boxes: range of predicted SST deviation with 70% probability. 



Red: above normal   Blue: below normal 
Large filled circle: statistical confidence level is 95 % or above. 
Small filled circle: statistical confidence level is above 90 % and below 95 %. 
Non filled circle: statistical confidence level is below 90 %. 



Red: above normal   Blue: below normal 
Large filled circle: statistical confidence level is 95 % or above. 
Small filled circle: statistical confidence level is above 90 % and below 95 %. 
Non filled circle: statistical confidence level is below 90 %. 



 It is important to understand the impacts of ENSO on 
national and regional climate. 

 Furthermore, it is crucial to investigate atmospheric 
circulation associated with ENSO. 

Next, find out characteristic atmospheric circulations in 
La Niña events.       



Sea surface temperature (SST) anomaly (degree C) 
La Niña years (Feb.   Apr.) : 1985, 1989, 1996, 1999, 2000, 2006, 2008 
Climatological normal: 1979  2004 average 

below normal                   above normal 



Outgoing longwave radiation (OLR) anomaly (W/m2) 
La Niña years (Feb.   Apr.) : 1985, 1989, 1996, 1999, 2000, 2006, 2008 
Climatological normal: 1979  2004 average 

enhanced                               suppressed 



850-hPa stream function (contour) and anomaly (shading) (unit: x106m2/s) 
La Niña years (Feb.   Apr.) : 1985, 1989, 1996, 1999, 2000, 2006, 2008 
Climatological normal: 1979  2004 average 

N.H. (S.H.):   cyclonic (anti-cyclonic)       anti-cyclonic (cyclonic) 



200-hPa stream function (contour) and anomaly (shading) (unit: x106m2/s) 
La Niña years (Feb.   Apr.) : 1985, 1989, 1996, 1999, 2000, 2006, 2008 
Climatological normal: 1979  2004 average 

N.H. (S.H.):   cyclonic (anti-cyclonic)       anti-cyclonic (cyclonic) 



500-hPa height (contour) and anomaly (shading) (unit: m) 
La Niña years (Feb.   Apr.) : 1985, 1989, 1996, 1999, 2000, 2006, 2008 
Climatological normal: 1979  2004 average 
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*Index: NINO.3 

Black: analysis 
Blue (filled circle) : ensemble mean, blue (non-filled circles): ensemble members   



*AO index: EOF1 of Z500 

Black: analysis 
Blue (filled circle) : ensemble mean, blue (non-filled circles): ensemble members   
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 ENSO has significant impacts on world climate. 

 ENSO cycles are relatively slower than those of internal 
atmospheric variations. 

 Prediction skill for ENSO is significantly high, while that for 
atmospheric inherent variations is low.  

It is very important to focus on ENSO in seasonal forecasting. 





Monitoring products 
TCC routinely updates various kinds of monitoring products 
on climate and climate system. 

Please see Appendix I for more information on monitoring 
products. 

 
ITACS : Interactive Tool for Analysis of the Climate System 

The ITACS developed by TCC is available on the TCC 
website.  

Please see Appendix II for more information (function and 
application) 
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